
 

Comm 2850/STS 2851 

 Communication, Environment, Science & Health 

 Spring 2014 
 

 

Instructor 

Professor Bruce Lewenstein  

321 Kennedy Hall  

255-8310 (telephone)  

b.lewenstein@cornell.edu (e-mail)  

http://lewenstein.comm.cornell.edu (web) 

Office hours: Weds, 11:15-1:00,  

   or happily by appointment  

TAs 

Gina Eosco (gme7@cornell.edu) 

Hepeng Jia (hj352@cornell.edu)  

Office hours: TBA 

 

 

 

Time and location  

Class: MWF 10:10—11:00, Malott 253 

 

Additional class information and readings are available on the class website on Blackboard. 

Last update: 21 January 2014 

 

Course goals and format 

Scientific research...environmental issues…public health...food risks…science museum displays.  In 

each of these areas, communication plays a fundamental role. From the media to individual 

conversations with doctors, from technical journals to textbooks to bestsellers, from lab notes to blogs 

to Twitter, communication helps define individual scientific problems, social issues and research 

findings. We will examine the institutional and intellectual contexts, processes, and practical 

constraints on communication in environment, science, and health (CESH).  

 

Put more formally, this course has the following objectives.  As students, you will learn to: 

 Identify the role of communication in all aspects of science (including health, medicine, 

scientific research, environmental issues, etc.) 

 Identify theories of science communication 

 Identify connections between theories of science communication and theories in fields such as 

general communication, science & technology studies, sociology, psychology, etc. 

 Identify institutional constraints on science communication 

 Identify practical constraints on science communication 

 Become aware of career opportunities in science communication 

 

To accomplish these goals, we will look at many examples of communication in environment, science, 

and health. We will read academic analyses of CESH (indeed, learning to read academic articles is an 

important sub-goal for being able to accomplish the objectives listed above), and most of our class 

discussions will be devoted to these readings.  A class blog, in-class writing, and short papers will give 

you a chance to comment on and analyze science communication. 

 

This course is fundamentally one in which you as students will explore these issues; my role, as 

instructor, is to guide the discussion. Thus you should expect to read, write, and talk (either face-to-

face or via online forums) a lot in this course.  That’s true even though it’s a big “lecture” class – we’ll 

try to facilitate interaction. 

mailto:b.lewenstein@cornell.edu
http://lewenstein.comm.cornell.edu/
mailto:gme7@cornell.edu
mailto:hj352@cornell.edu
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Assignments and grades (also known as "assessments") 

Assessment in this course will be based on written material – both short papers and an online 

discussion board. Several of the papers will depend on being in class on a specific day, as the papers 

will be responses to class activities on those days. There will be no final exam or final paper, but there 

will be an optional final paper for extra credit. Be aware that some of the specific due dates below may 

change as the course evolves over the semester; the Blackboard site will have updated information. 

The assessments will be: 

 

 Short papers: 4, for 20% each 

 Discussion board postings: 20% 

o Weekly (of which, you should initiate at least 3 threads during the semester) 

 OPTIONAL EXTRA CREDIT: 

o Optional final paper; maximum 5% addition 

o Communication Department experiment participation pool; maximum 2% addition 

 Sign up at https://cornell-comm.sona-systems.com (be sure to use this address, 

as there are other SONA systems on campus) 

 1 SONA point credit adds 0.5% extra credit 

 

Rules 

I don't have many rules. But not following the ones I do have can have serious consequences, up 

through failing the course.  

 

 You are responsible for information distributed in class and updated on the class online 

Blackboard site.  

 Be alert. Contribute to class. 

 Any written assignments except those done in class need to be typed, double-spaced, using 

normal type-fonts (Times Roman, 12 point, is always a good choice) and normal margins (1 

inch all around is a good standard) 

 Assignments should be submitted via Blackboard, and will be graded down for being late. 

 No plagiarizing or other cheating.  You are responsible for knowing the Cornell Code of 

Academic Integrity.  If you're not sure what that is, or what constitutes "plagiarizing" or 

"cheating," explore the Code of Academic Integrity website, and feel free to ask for guidance.   

Students (especially those from other countries) should be aware that American academic 

standards of acknowledgement and use of material prepared by others (especially one's 

professors) can be much different than those in other national and professional cultures. More 

information about plagiarism is available at 

<http://plagiarism.arts.cornell.edu/tutorial/index.cfm>. 

 

https://cornell-comm.sona-systems.com/
http://cuinfo.cornell.edu/Academic/AIC.html
http://cuinfo.cornell.edu/Academic/AIC.html
http://plagiarism.arts.cornell.edu/tutorial/index.cfm
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Weekly schedule, readings, assignments 

The following schedule is tentative and subject to change. 

Readings are on the Internet or on the password-protected class website on Blackboard 

 

Week Date Topic and readings 

1  

 

22 Jan  

 

24 Jan   

 

   

INTRODUCTION: COMMUNICATION IN THE SCIENCES 

 

What is science communication, and how will we explore it? 

 

Why communicate?   

 Penrose, A., & Katz, S. B. (1998). Writing in the Sciences: Exploring 

Conventions of Scientific Discourse. New York: St. Martin's [chs. 1 & 2, on 

Blackboard] 

 Merton, R. (1973). The Normative Structure of Science. In N. Storer (Ed.), 

The Sociology of Science: Theoretical and Empirical Investigations. 

Chicago: University of Chicago Press. [on Blackboard] 

 Mitroff, I. (1974). Norms and Counter-Norms in a Select Group of the 

Apollo Moon Scientists: A Case Study of the Ambivalence of Scientists. 

American Sociological Review, 39(August), 579-595 [link]  

 

SUPPLEMENTARY: 

Scientific journals and peer review 

 Wikipedia introductions to scientific journals [link] and peer review [link] 

 Research Information Network. (2010). Peer Review: A Guide for 

Researchers (pp. 16). London: Research Information Network [link] 

2  

 

27 Jan 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

29 Jan   

 

 

 

 

CHALLENGES FOR COMMUNICATION IN THE SCIENCES 

 

How are new technologies reshaping science communication? 

 

Open access publishing 

 Davis, Philip M., & Walters, William H. (2011). The impact of free access to 

the scientific literature: a review of recent research. Journal of the Medical 

Library Association, 99(3), 208-217. [link]  

 Könneker, Carsten, & Lugger, Beatrice. (2013). Public Science 2.0—Back to 

the Future. Science, 342(6154), 49-50. [link] 

 Harley, Diane. (2013). Scholarly Communication: Cultural Contexts, 

Evolving Models. Science, 342, 80-82. [link]  

 

Case study: Arsenic life 

 Mandavilli, A. 2011. Peer review: Trial by Twitter. Nature 469: 286-284. 

[link] 

 

 

http://encompass.library.cornell.edu/cgi-bin/checkIP.cgi?access=gateway_standard%26url=http://links.jstor.org/sici?sici=0003-1224%28197408%2939%3A4%3C579%3ANACIAS%3E2.0.CO%3B2-Y
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Scientific_journal
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Peer_review
http://www.rin.ac.uk/system/files/attachments/Peer-review-guide-screen.pdf
http://dx.doi.org/10.3163%2F1536-5050.99.3.008
http://dx.doi.org/10.1126/science.1245848
http://dx.doi.org/10.1126/science.1243622
http://dx.doi.org/10.1038/469286a
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31 Jan   

o The “#arseniclife” case 

 An early summary of the response to the arsenic-life case 

[link] 

 The lead author responds [link]  

 And a later summary [link] 

 

Preprints 

 Ginsparg, P. 2008. The Global-Village Pioneers. Physics World 22-26. [link] 

[Note: you will need to register on this site] 

 

GUEST SPEAKER: On Wednesday or Friday of this week we will have a guest 

speaker on current issues in science publishing  

3  

 

3 Feb 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

5 Feb 

   

 

 

7 Feb   

CONTEXTS AND MODELS FOR SCIENCE COMMUNICATION  

 

Bee-Eaters. Let's follow one example --read the material in the following order 

 Emlen, S. T., & Wrege, P. H. (1988). The Role of Kinship in Helping 

Decisions Among White-Fronted Bee-Eaters. Behavioral Ecology and 

Sociobiology, 23, 305-315 [on Blackboard] 

 Demong, N. J., & Emlen, S. T. (1991, December (Winter)). Family Ties. 

Living Bird, 26-31. [on Blackboard] 

 Emlen, K. (1988, January). Birds That Eat Bees. Ranger Rick, 22, 36-40. [on 

Blackboard] 

 BBC. (1989). The Bee-Eaters [Nature] [video and television script]. London: 

British Broadcasting Corporation. [script on Blackboard, video will be 

shown in class] 

 

What do nature films show us?  

 Mitman, G. (1999). Disney's true-life adventures. Reel Nature (pp. 109-131). 

Cambridge: Harvard Univ. Press. [on Blackboard] 

 

Models of science communication. Do information flows conform to the traditional 

model of lab-> journal-> public?  Can we use communication theory to understand 

what's happening? 

 Lewenstein, B. (1995). From Fax to Facts: Communication in the Cold 

Fusion Saga. Social Studies of Science, 25(3), 403-436. [link] 

4  

 

10 Feb 

   

 

 

 

 

ENVIRONMENT: NATURE WRITING  

 

Communication about the environment is first about creating attitudes toward the 

natural world.  

 Keegan, B., & McKusick, J. C. (2001). "The Twentieth Century: The Web of 

Life," in Literature and nature : four centuries of nature writing. Upper 

Saddle River, N.J.: Prentice Hall. Includes commentary and examples [on 

Blackboard] 

http://www.slate.com/articles/health_and_science/science/2010/12/this_paper_should_not_have_been_published.html
http://news.sciencemag.org/sciencenow/2010/12/arsenic-researcher-asks-for-time.html?ref=hp
http://www.slate.com/articles/health_and_science/science/2011/05/the_discovery_of_arsenicbased_twitter.html
http://physicsworld.com/cws/article/print/35983
http://encompass.library.cornell.edu/cgi-bin/checkIP.cgi?access=gateway_standard%26url=http://links.jstor.org/sici?sici=0306-3127%28199508%2925%3A3%3C403%3AFFTFCI%3E2.0.CO%3B2-F
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12 Feb 

   

 

 

 

14 Feb 

And here are some classic examples:  

 Selections from the writings of Aldo Leopold, author of Sand County 

Almanac [on Blackboard] 

 Carson, Rachel. (1962, 16 June). A Reporter at Large: Silent Spring - 1. The 

New Yorker, 35-99.  [on Blackboard] 

 

What does nature writing do for us? 

 Myers, Greg. (1990). Writing Biology: Texts in the Social Construction of 

Scientific Knowledge. Madison: University of Wisconsin Press, ch. 5 [on 

Blackboard] 

 

ASSESSMENT #1: IN-CLASS, Friday, 14 February  

[General topic: Where do particular examples fit in overall science 

communication system?]  

5  

 

17 Feb   

 

19 Feb   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

21 Feb   

ENVIRONMENT: POLITICAL ACTION  

 

NO CLASS: February break 

 

What role does communication play in public opinion about environmental issues?  

 Cox, R. (2006). Environmental communication and the public sphere. 

Thousand Oaks: Sage Publications. [chs. 5, 7, 10 on Blackboard] 

 

Can we find the issues identified in the readings in one environmental controversy?  

Let’s look at fracking. 

 Cornell Cooperative Extension page [link] 

 Anti-fracking: Shaleshock [link] 

 Pro-fracking: Marcellus Drilling News [link] 

 Environmental pro-fracking: [link] 

 Corporate anti-fracking [link] 

 [likely to be more sites, if New York State makes a decision by the time we 

get to this topic] 

 

CASE: GMOs (with a side of autism) 

 Harmon, Amy. (2013, 27 July). A race to save the orange by altering its 

DNA, New York Times, p. A1ff. [link]  

 Harmon, Amy. (2014, 4 January). A lonely quest for facts on genetically 

modified crops, New York Times, p. A1ff. [link]  

 Dixon, Graham N., & Clarke, Christopher E. (2012). Heightening 

Uncertainty Around Certain Science: Media Coverage, False Balance, and 

the Autism-Vaccine Controversy. Science Communication. [link] 

http://cce.cornell.edu/EnergyClimateChange/NaturalGasDev/Pages/default.aspx
http://shaleshock.org/
http://marcellusdrilling.com/
http://www.edf.org/climate/what-is-fracking
http://nyagainstfracking.org/over-a-thousand-businesses-across-the-state-call-on-governor-cuomo-to-reject-fracking/
http://www.nytimes.com/2013/07/28/science/a-race-to-save-the-orange-by-altering-its-dna.html
http://www.nytimes.com/2014/01/05/us/on-hawaii-a-lonely-quest-for-facts-about-gmos.html
http://dx.doi.org/10.1177/1075547012458290
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6  

 

24 Feb 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

26 Feb 

  

 

 

28 Feb   

ENVIRONMENT AND HEALTH: RISK COMMUNICATION  

 

Enough research has been done on risk to know what the basic recommendations 

are:  

 Fischhoff, B. (1995). Risk perception and communication unplugged: 

Twenty years of process. Risk Analysis, 15, 137-145. [link, click on "get 

PDF" to read article] 

 CDC Health Risk Communication Primer [link, work your way through the 

document using links in green box on the upper left] 

 

Cultural components of risk communication 

 Kahan, Dan M. (2013). A Risky Science Communication Environment for 

Vaccines. Science, 342(6154), 53-54. [link]  

 

Climate change communication 

 Nisbet, Matthew C. (2009, March-April). Communicating Climate Change: 

Why Frames Matter for Public Engagement. Environment [link] 

 Nisbet, Matthew C., Markowitz, Ezra M., & Kotcher, John E. (2012). 

Winning the conversation: Framing and moral messaging in environmental 

campaigns. In Lee Ahern & Denise Bortree (Eds.), Talking green: Exploring 

current issues in environmental communication (pp. 9-36). New York: Peter 

Lang. [link] 

 SUPPLEMENTARY READING: See Nisbet’s more recent summary of 

ideas and readings at http://bit.ly/19JxP06. 

7  

 

3 Mar 

   

 

 

 

 

5 Mar   

 

 

 

 

7 Mar   

HEALTH COMMUNICATION: DOCTOR-PATIENT COMMUNICATION   

 

For many people, the most regular interaction they'll have with risk communication 

involves their personal health.  

 du Pré, A. (2000). Communicating about Health: Current Issues and 

Perspectives. Mountain View, CA: Mayfield Press.  [ch. 1 & ch. 3, on 

Blackboard] 

 

The Internet has dramatically changed health communication.   

 Neuhauser, L., & Kreps, G. L. (2003). Rethinking Communication in the E-

health Era. J Health Psychol, 8(1), 7-23. [link, pdf will download 

automatically] 

 

ASSESSMENT #2: In-class exercise, followed by analytical write-up due 

following week  

[General topic: What happens in health risk communication?] 

http://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/10.1111/j.1539-6924.1995.tb00308.x/abstract
http://www.atsdr.cdc.gov/HEC/primer.html
http://dx.doi.org/10.1126/science.1245724
http://www.environmentmagazine.org/Archives/Back%20Issues/March-April%202009/Nisbet-full.html
http://climateshiftproject.org/winning-the-conversation-framing-and-moral-messaging-in-environmental-campaigns/
http://bit.ly/19JxP06
http://encompass.library.cornell.edu/cgi-bin/checkIP.cgi?access=gateway_standard%26url=http://dx.doi.org/doi:10.1177/1359105303008001425
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8   

 

10 Mar 

  

 

 

 

12 Mar 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

14 Mar   

HEALTH COMMUNICATION: PUBLIC HEALTH   

 

The basics of public health communication are pretty well understood:  

 Rimer, B. K., & Glanz, K. (2005). Theory at a Glance: A Guide for Health 

Promotion Practice (2
nd

 ed.). Washington, DC: National Cancer Institute. 

[link][.pdf will download automatically][alternate link] 

 

How has the internet changed public health communication? 

 Kreps, Gary L., & Neuhauser, Linda. (2010). New directions in eHealth 

communication: Opportunities and challenges. Patient education and 

counseling, 78(3), 329-336. [link to come] 

 Fox, Susannah, & Duggan, Maeve. (2013). Health Online 2013 (pp. 55). 

Washington, DC: Pew Internet & American Life Project [link] [may be 

updated if 2014 report comes out] 

 

GUEST SPEAKER: Either Wednesday or Friday, representatives of Gannett 

Health Service will talk about how they are integrating social media into a 

campus health campaign 

9  

 

17 Mar 

 

 

 

 

 

19 Mar 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

21 Mar   

 

   

HEALTH AND SCIENCE LITERACY  

 

Relatively recently, researchers have begun to talk about "health literacy": 

 Nielsen-Bohlman, L., & Institute of Medicine (U.S.). Committee on Health 

Literacy. (2004). Health literacy : a prescription to end confusion. 

Washington, D.C.: National Academies Press. [link – read the executive 

summary, which can be downloaded via "PDF summary" link on left] 

 

What does the public actually know about science? What should it know? How can 

we distinguish between "science literacy," "public understanding of science," and 

"public engagement in science"?  

 Shen, Benjamin S. P. 1975. Science Literacy and the Public Understanding 

of Science. In Communication of Scientific Information, edited by S. Day. 

Basel: Karger. [on Blackboard]  

 National Science Board. (2012). Science and Technology: Public Attitudes 

and Understanding. In Science & Engineering Indicators--2010 (download 

and read Chapter 7). Washington, D.C.: U.S. Government Printing Office. 

 

What is the difference between “learning” and “engagement” 

 Bucchi, M. (2008). Of deficits, deviations, and dialogues: Theories of public 

communication of science. In M. Bucchi & B. Trench (Eds.), Handbook of 

Public Communication of Science and Technology (pp. 57-76). London: 

Routledge. [on Blackboard] 

 

 

http://www.cancer.gov/theory
http://www.google.com/url?sa=t&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=web&cd=1&cad=rja&ved=0CDIQFjAA&url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.cancer.gov%2Fpdf%2F481f5d53-63df-41bc-bfaf-5aa48ee1da4d%2Ftaag3.pdf&ei=7yf2UMWnI4LF0QHCmYHYAg&usg=AFQjCNH7_HgWJaFRnjgTyPlUfOruQISBhg&bvm=bv.41018144,d.dmQ
http://www.pewinternet.org/Reports/2013/Health-online.aspx
http://books.nap.edu/books/0309091179/html
http://www.nsf.gov/statistics/seind10/
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 Bell, P., Lewenstein, B. V., Shouse, A., & Feder, M. (Eds.). (2009). 

Learning Science in Informal Environments: People, Places, and Pursuits. 

Washington, DC: National Academies Press. [link – read the executive 

summary, which you can download from the "PDF summary" link on left, 

and then skim other chapters that interest you] 

10  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

24 Mar 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

26 Mar  

 

 

 

 

28 Mar 

SCIENCE JOURNALISM  

 

For this entire week, you should be reading science journalism. In addition to major 

news sites such as New York Times science section, Yahoo! News, or Reuter’s 

science section, the following sites have good material:  

 

 Not Exactly Rocket Science [link].  In addition to Ed Yong’s own writing, 

look for his weekly “missing links” posts, which point to other stuff around 

the web.  This link goes to his list of best long-form online science 

journalism of 2013. 

 The Loom [link], by Carl Zimmer.  Be sure to check out his science tattoo 

emporium. 

 Elemental [link].  Deborah Blum is a Pulitzer Prize winning science 

journalist.  She’s particularly interested in poisoning, murder, and sex – 

sometimes all together. 

 Superbug [link], by Maryn McKenna (also known as “Scary Disease Girl”).  

Grossed out by emerging diseases? McKenna’s the writer for you! 

 

Science journalism is...what? Some see it as a profession dedicated to informing the 

public about the latest news of science. Others see it as a tool for educating the 

public.  

 Dunwoody, S. (2008). Science journalism. In M. Bucchi & B. Trench (Eds.), 

Handbook of Public Communication of Science and Technology (pp. 15-26). 

London: Routledge. [on Blackboard] 

 Brumfiel, Geoff. (2009). Science journalism: Supplanting the old media. 

Nature, 458, 274-277. [link] 

  

The goal of science journalism isn’t always clear.  

 Crewdson, J. (1993, Winter). 'Perky Cheerleaders': By Accepting Research 

Reports Without Adequate Checking, Science Writers Do a Disservice to the 

Public. Nieman Reports, 47, 11-17. [link] 

 

GUEST SPEAKER: A local science journalist will visit class on Wednesday or 

Friday 

  SPRING BREAK 

http://books.nap.edu/openbook.php?record_id=12190&page=1
http://www.nytimes.com/pages/science/index.html
http://news.yahoo.com/science/
http://www.reuters.com/news/science
http://phenomena.nationalgeographic.com/blog/not-exactly-rocket-science/
http://phenomena.nationalgeographic.com/2013/12/23/top-science-longreads-of-2013/
http://phenomena.nationalgeographic.com/blog/the-loom/
http://phenomena.nationalgeographic.com/search/tattoo+emporium
http://phenomena.nationalgeographic.com/search/tattoo+emporium
http://www.wired.com/wiredscience/elemental/
http://www.wired.com/wiredscience/superbug/
http://www.nature.com.proxy.library.cornell.edu/news/2009/090318/full/458274a.html
http://encompass.library.cornell.edu/cgi-bin/checkIP.cgi?access=gateway_standard%26url=http://go.galegroup.com.proxy.library.cornell.edu/ps/retrieve.do?sgHitCountType=None&sort=DA-SORT&inPS=true&prodId=AONE&userGroupName=nysl_sc_cornl&tabID=T002&searchId=R1&resultListType=RESULT_LIST&contentSegment=&searchType=AdvancedSearchForm&currentPosition=4&contentSet=GALE|A15002358&&docId=GALE|A15002358&docType=GALE&role=&docLevel=FULLTEXT
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11  

 

7 Apr 

   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

9 Apr 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

11 Apr   

IMAGES OF SCIENCE IN THE MEDIA  

 

Images of science appear throughout the media -- not just what we get from reading 

the news, but also images in movies, on television, at EPCOT, and so on. Is the key 

image one of bubbling beakers and wild hair? Or is there some other way of 

describing the images out there? 

 Kirby, D. (2008). Cinematic Science: The Public Communication of Science 

and Technology in Popular Film. In M. Bucchi & B. Trench (Eds.), 

Handbook on the Public Communication of Science and Technology (pp. 41-

56). London/New York: Routledge. [on Blackboard] 

 Kirby, D. A. (2005). The devil in our DNA: A brief history of eugenic 

themes in science fiction films. In P. Wald & J. Clayton (Eds.), The 

narratives of genomics. [on Blackboard] 

 

Images associated with gender are particularly important 

 Steinke, Jocelyn. (2005). Cultural Representations of Gender and Science: 

Portrayals of Female Scientists and Engineers in Popular Films. Science 

Communication, 27(1), 27-63. [link]  

 Steinke, Jocelyn, Lapinski, Maria Knight, Crocker, Nikki, Zietsman-Thomas, 

Aletta, Williams, Yaschica, Evergreen, Stephanie Higdon, & Kuchibhotla, 

Sarvani. (2007). Assessing Media Influences on Middle School Aged 

Children's Perceptions of Women in Science Using the Draw-A-Scientist 

Test (DAST). Science Communication, 29(1), 35-64. [link]  

 

And what about “lab lit,” science in fiction (and science fiction)? 

 http://www.lablit.com/ 

 Additional analytical readings to come 

 

ASSESSMENT #3: Paper on images and literacy 

12  

 

14 Apr 

   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

SCIENCE MUSEUMS 

 

What is the role of science museums? What interaction is there between research 

and exhibition? How do "traditional" museums (with collections of stuff) differ from 

"science centers" (hands-on, interactive science museums)? What's the difference 

between presenting "packed down" science and exhibiting "cutting edge research"?  

 Schiele, B. (2008). Science museums and science centres. In M. Bucchi & B. 

Trench (Eds.), Handbook of Public Communication of Science and 

Technology (pp. 27-39). London: Routledge. [on Blackboard] 

 Lewenstein, B. & Allison-Bunnell, S. (2000). "Creating knowledge in 

science museums: Serving both public and scientific communities." In 

Science Centers for This Century. St. Foy, Quebec: Editions Multimondes. 

[on Blackboard] 

 

http://encompass.library.cornell.edu/cgi-bin/checkIP.cgi?access=gateway_standard%26url=http://dx.doi.org/10.1177/1075547005278610
http://encompass.library.cornell.edu/cgi-bin/checkIP.cgi?access=gateway_standard%26url=http://dx.doi.org/10.1177/1075547007306508
http://www.lablit.com/
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16 Apr   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

18 Apr   

And what about historical changes in museums? 

 Lightman, Bernard. (2013). Mid-Victorian science museums and exhibitions: 

'The industrial amusement and instruction of the people'. Endeavour. [link] 

 

 Rader, Karen A., & Cain, Victoria. (2008). From natural history to science: 

display and the transformation of American museums of science and nature. 

Museum and Society, 6(2), 152-171. [link] 

 

GUEST SPEAKER: Wednesday or Friday, we will have a senior science 

museum staff member talk with class 

13  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

21 Apr 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

23 Apr   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

25 Apr   

CITIZEN SCIENCE 

 

In the last 15 years, a new approach to public engagement has emerged, in which 

volunteers and school children fully participate in science. They collect the data that 

the scientists need to do their work. What are the opportunities and challenges 

associated with that approach? How does it compare with earlier attempts to create a 

"popular epidemiology" that depends on citizen contribution to medical knowledge? 

 

 Bonney, R., Cooper, C. B., Dickinson, J., Kelling, S., Phillips, T., 

Rosenberg, K. V., et al. (2009). Citizen Science: A Developing Tool for 

Expanding Science Knowledge and Scientific Literacy. Bioscience, 59(11), 

977-984. [link] 

 And explore the following websites: 

o http://scistarter.com/index.html  

o http://www.citizenscience.org  

 

Popular epidemiology 

 Brown, P., & Mikkelsen, E. J. (1990). "Taking Control: Popular 

Epidemiology," ch. 4 in No Safe Place: Toxic Waste, Leukemia, and 

Community Action. Berkeley: University of California Press. [on 

Blackboard] 

 Epstein, S. (1995). The construction of lay expertise: AIDS activism and the 

forging of credibility in the reform of clinical trials. Science, Technology & 

Human Values, 20(4), 408-437. [link] 

 

GUEST SPEAKER: Wednesday or Friday, we will have a senior citizen science 

organizer talk with class 

14  

 

 

 

 

 

THE FUTURE OF SCIENCE COMMUNICATION 

 

The field of science communication is changing fast. In this final full week of 

classes, we will look at issues that have emerged throughout the first few months of 

2014. Readings will be posted as we approach the week.  

 

http://encompass.library.cornell.edu/cgi-bin/checkIP.cgi?access=gateway_standard%26url=http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.endeavour.2012.12.002
http://encompass.library.cornell.edu/cgi-bin/checkIP.cgi?access=gateway_standard%26url=http://www2.le.ac.uk/departments/museumstudies/museumsociety/documents/volumes/radercain.pdf
http://encompass.library.cornell.edu/cgi-bin/checkIP.cgi?access=gateway_standard%26url=http://proquest.umi.com/pqdweb?index=8&did=1923980211&SrchMode=3&sid=1&Fmt=3&VInst=PROD&VType=PQD&RQT=309&VName=PQD&TS=1295746132&clientId=8424&aid=1
http://scistarter.com/index.html
http://www.citizenscience.org/
http://encompass.library.cornell.edu/cgi-bin/checkIP.cgi?access=gateway_standard%26url=http://www.jstor.org/stable/689868
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28 Apr 

30 Apr   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

2 May   

For example, one emerging issue involves sexism and racism in science 

communication: 

 

 

 Jefferson, Anne. (2014, 17 January). Megaphones, broken records, and the 

problem of institutional amplification of sexism and racism.  Blog post on 

Highly Allochthonous [link] 

 Wallace, Amy. (2014, 19 January). Life as a female journalist: Hot or not?, 

New York Times. [link]  

 

Another issue is the emergence of DIYBio, hackerspace, and other forms of science 

and science communication that go beyond citizen science: 

 http://www.DIYbio.org 

 http://publiclab.org/  

 

Wrap-up: What have we learned?  

So, what have we learned? This week, we'll look at recent scientific publications, 

recent science news, recent science websites -- in other words, recent science -- and 

see what role communication plays in science. 

15 5 May 

 

 

 

 

6 May 

ASSESSMENT #4: In-class exercise, followed by analytical write-up due on 

Wednesday 

[General topic: The future of Communication in Environment, Science & 

Health] 

 

Final class discussion 

FINALS  Optional final paper:  

Due at time a final exam would be scheduled for this course 

 

 

 

http://all-geo.org/highlyallochthonous/2014/01/megaphones-broken-records-and-the-problem-with-institutional-amplification-of-sexism-and-racism/
http://www.nytimes.com/2014/01/20/opinion/life-as-a-female-journalist-hot-or-not.html
http://www.diybio.org/
http://publiclab.org/

